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►Culture and 

Governance

►The “Art” (and “War”) 

of CIO/CISO

►Auditing Culture

►Culture Maturity

Today’s Topics



Attendees of this course 

will learn about the 

following:

► The COBIT 5 IT governance 

framework

► The relationship between 

culture and governance

► How to audit the culture of 

your IT organization

Learning Objectives
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Achieving mature levels of an 

organization’s IT governance 

remains elusive for most. 

Auditing an organization’s 

culture can give insight into 

underlying issues that simply 

testing controls may not. 



Culture 

and 

Governance



The business culture 

determines how different 

levels of staff communicate 

with one another as well as 

how employees deal with 

clients and customers.

What is Culture
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Six Components of a Great Corporate Culture
Vision | Values | Practices | People | Narrative | Place

Culture is the model or style of business operations 

within a company. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/business-culture.html 



Governance is the framework of rules and practices by which a 
board ensures accountability, fairness and transparency in a 

company's relationship with stakeholders (financiers, customers, 

management, employees, government and the community).

What is Governance?
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Key Governance Objectives

► Ensure stakeholder needs, conditions and options are evaluated to 

determine balanced, agreed-on enterprise objectives

► Set direction through prioritization and decision making

► Monitor performance and compliance against agreed-on direction and 

objectives

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corporate-governance.html 



Governance is the framework of rules and practices by which a 
board ensures accountability, fairness and transparency in a 

company's relationship with stakeholders (financiers, customers, 

management, employees, government and the community).

What is Governance?
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Governance of Enterprise IT

► Ensures that information and related technology support and enable the 

enterprise strategy and the achievement of enterprise objectives. 

► Also includes the functional governance of IT, i.e., ensuring that IT 

capabilities are provided efficiently and effectively

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corporate-governance.html 



IT Governance, in other words, is about improving the 
management and control of IT activities and enabling top 

management to exercise proper oversight.

Culture and Governance
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How Culture ties into Governance

► To achieve better IT governance, requires better processes, controls, best 

practices and management techniques. However all of these improvements 

will only have a chance of succeeding in a sustainable way if the culture of 

the organization is changed to drive and support the desired new 

management approach.

► Culture needs to be conducive to Governance.



Culture Components
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What are the areas that can impact culture – both negatively and 
positively?



COBIT 5: GEIT
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External Factors

►Board

►Financials

►Competitors

►Hackers

►Auditors

►Vendors

►Technology

Key Factors of IT Culture
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Internal Factors

►People

►Locations

►Leadership

►Revenue

►Technology

►Industry



WHO
Is Responsible for the Culture?
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The “Art” 

(and “War”) 

of the 

CIO/CISO
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Treat your men as you 

would your own 

beloved sons. And they 

will follow you into the 
deepest valley.

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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CIO/CISO Job Description

• Manage a complex 

technical environment

• Motivate your team

• Answer to executive 
management

• Keep abreast with the latest 

and the greatest

• Repeatedly explain to 

people that you aren’t the 
helpdesk

• NEVER FAIL!



Why CIOs/CISOs Get Fired
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“CISOs have an incredibly difficult job in 

that they are responsible for something they 

can never provide 100 percent assurance 

on. All it takes is one missed vulnerability, 

one insider or one accidental ‘insecure’ 

process.” 

-InfoSec



► Breach/IT Vulnerability Exposed

► Lack of Technical Abilities

► Lack of Leadership Capabilities

► Missing Board Expectations

► Failure to Execute on Short or Long 

Term Project

► Missed Budgets or “Not Enough” 

Budget

► Compliance Failures

► Disagreements with Management

► Poor Purchasing Decisions

► Failed ERP Implementations

► IT Performance (System 

Collapse/Availability)

► People Skills

Why CIOs/CISOs Get Fired
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Why CIOs/CISOs Leave
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► Always challenged to do more with less!

» Too many projects and/or audits

» Too few people and/or resources

» Too small of a budget

► No one understands what “we” do

► Threats abound, but never get addressed

► Internal pressures over…

» Breach

» Direction

» Strategy

» Budget

» Expectations

» Compliance

» Risk
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Houston…



►Do culture and 

governance play a role?

►How does this impact 

the culture?

►Why do IT organizations 

typically struggle with 

governance?
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Auditing culture can 

help achieve the 

elusive improvements 

in IT Governance 

and/or can predict 

where we will have 

issues improving IT 

Governance.

Culture May Be the Issue



Auditing 

Culture



► Not pass/fail

► Objective and investigative

► Inquiry/interview & observation 

heavy

► Board/executive management 

support

► Maturity, not compliance

► Collaborative evidence

► Difficult results

Characteristics of a Culture Audit
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“Given the overwhelming importance of culture to organizational 

success, a company’s failure to audit it on a consistent, continuous 
basis sends a clear – and likely unwelcome – message to 

stakeholders about its values and priorities.” 

Auditing Culture, A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff (IIA, Feb 2016)

► Ask for stories (examples)

► Play our scenarios

► Listen (tone, word use, “I” vs 

“them” vs “us”)

► Consulting vs assuring

► Adhere to IIA standards and 

principles

► Establish trust & credibility



Why Audit Culture?
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The Answer is Simple: Culture is a Risk

“A culture audit sheds light on a 

company’s core DNA, that which 
guides decision-making, problem-

solving, and cross-functional 

communication processes.”

“Anything that is so critical to an 

organization’s success should be 

examined thoroughly and 

consistently…culture (is) the most 
overlooked elements of audits.” 

IIA, Auditing Culture, A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff (Feb 2016)

Forbes “Culture: The Most Overlooked Element of Audit”  (Sept 29, 2014)



Why Audit Culture?
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► Fines

► Loss of customers (revenue)

► IT exposures

► Turnover

► Difficulty hiring

► Compromised decision making/problem-solving

► Communication breakdowns

► Lack of responsibility/ownership

► Brand damage

► Reputation

► Resistance to change (when change is needed)

What’s the danger of bad or unethical culture?



► Internal Audit has the unique 

opportunity to engage with 

management and employees.

► When you hear or see 

something, consider if culture is 

a component.

Where and When?
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– Auditing Culture, A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff (IIA, Feb 2016)

“To serve the critical “early warning” function…providing the 

organization a continual baseline of monitoring by enabling 

internal auditors to look for and establish meaningful trends and 

commonalities.”  

Culture should be a 

component of every audit!



► Department

► Organizational Components

► Business Functions (Cross-

Functional)

► Layer of Defense

► Location

Where and When?
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Go beyond the executive 

management and 

consider the culture.



►How do you audit something 

that is not prescriptive in 

standards, regulations or best 

practices?

►How do you assess culture 

when no two companies (and 

even departments) are 

identical?

Framework and Guidance
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► EDM01
» .01: Evaluate the governance 

system

» .02: Direct the governance system

► EMD02
» .01: Evaluate value optimization

» .02: Direct value optimization

► EDM03
» .01: Evaluate risk management

» .02: Direct risk management

» .03: Monitor risk management

► EDM04
» .01: Evaluate resource 

management

» .02: Direct resource management

» .03: Monitor resource 

management

► EMD05
» .01: Evaluate stakeholder 

reporting

» .02: Direct stakeholder reporting

» .03: Monitor stakeholder reporting

COBIT 5 EDM
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Framework & 

Guidance: 
What to Audit 

and Measure
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- Auditing Culture,  A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff (IIA, Feb 2016)



► Leverage available resources

► Review employee engagement 

surveys or other similar tools used by 

organizations to measure job 

satisfaction and predict performance

► Secure the support of the board, the 

audit committee, and executive 

management

► Make two separate but possibly 

interdependent decisions

► Train the staff

► Supervise auditors closely to ensure 

that subjective material does not lead 

them to jump to false conclusions

Preparing for Auditing Culture
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“Internal audit cannot 

effectively assess culture 

without a profound and deep 

understanding of the 

organization’s values and 

expected behaviors coupled 

with a thorough appreciation 

of how they influence the 

organization’s priorities in 

relation to good governance, 

risk management, and 

control.” 

– Auditing Culture, A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff 

(IIA, Feb 2016)



Audit Approach: 

Five Key Areas



►Management Reporting (Internally)
» What is communicated by IT? Why is IT communicating the 

information?

►Management Reporting (Executive 

Management/Board)
» What is included in the IT reporting? Is it actionable?

» Are the right IT topics included? Or is it statistic driven?

►Management to Employee
» Are IT employees engaged (or attending) department updates? 

Company updates?

» What topics and information is filtered down to the IT employees?

» What is the tone of the IT communication?

Communication
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►Surveys
» What were employee satisfaction survey results for the IT group, 

and the company?

» Are there steps to address survey results by IT management?

►Hotline/Complaints
» Review the complaints and hotline entries for IT related themes or 

instances (to include people, process, and technology)

►External Results
» Review online feedback from customers

» Review online feedback from former employees (i.e. Glassdoor)

►Job Openings
» How many openings are there? How long have they been open?

Tone at the Top

34



►Audit Results
» Are there common themes or repeat issues from audit (both IT 

and business)? Could there be a correlation between culture and 

the results?

» Are audit findings being resolved in a timely and effective 

manner?

» Are findings due to external party evaluations or internal self-

reporting?

Tone at the Top
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► Turnover

► Sick time

► Performance results

► Pay comparison

► Hotline statistics

► Training expense (by employee)

► Overtime

► Job requisitions (quantity, time to fill)

► Tenure by department/sub-group

► Year-over-year employee survey results

Analytics: Tone at the Top
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Leveraging HR statistics may shed light on the culture of 

the IT organization.



► Training
» Who is being trained? What training 

are they provided?

» What is the frequency of training?

» How good is the training provided? Are 

the trainees sharing the results

►Roles and Responsibilities
» Are roles and responsibilities clearly 

defined?

» Is there redundancy built in?

» Do roles match the skills and expertise 

of the individuals responsible?

Accountability
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►Risk and Controls
» Does the IT department take responsibility 

and manage the risk facing IT? The 

organization?

» Is there ownership of deficiencies and risks? Is 

there an IT risk assessment?

►Organizational Structure
» What does the organizational structure look 

like?

» Who does the CIO report to?

» Who does the CISO report to?

» How is the IT organization designed? Is it a 

flat organization or are there teams 

responsible for similar activities?

» How is the organization aligned with business 

units?

Accountability
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► Leadership & Expectations
» Based on interactions, how are 

responsibilities assigned?

» What is the leadership style of the 

management team? 

» Does the leadership style correlate to 

turnover or internal audit issues?

» Do roles match the skills and expertise 

of the individuals responsible?

» How does management set 

expectations? And monitor to the 

expectations?

Accountability
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►Pressures
» What are the internal and external pressures faced by 

the IT department?

» What is the budget for the IT organization? What 

internal costs are they responsible for or are they 

allocated?

» How are projects (to support the business) funded?

» What projects have been put on hold or eliminated? 

Why? (i.e. budget concerns, business need, etc.)

► Incentives
» How is the IT team incentivized? What are the criteria 

in which performance is evaluated? (carrot vs. stick)

» What is the history of promotions? 

Pressures and Incentives
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►Clear and objective

►May necessitate a different 

form of dialog

» Subjective judgment

» Enhanced communication 

skills

►Aggregate a series of 

culture assessments over 

time

►Potential issues should be 

communicated regularly

Reporting
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- Auditing Culture,  A Hard Look at the Soft Stuff (IIA, Feb 2016)



Culture 

Maturity



►Strategy
» Analyze the IT organization strengths and weaknesses

» Set metrics and milestones to measure against the strategy

►Development
» Document expectation and monitor against those expectations

» Provide trainings (soft and technical) that are appropriate to the 

current employee’s responsibilities and new areas for employee 

growth

» Cross-train employees

►“Can Do” vs “Have To”
» Encourage (and reward) for raising issues or negative results

» Educate employees on identifying the risk (what can happen) to 

associate with the problem/issue

Path to Culture Maturity
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►Risk Management
» Risk is owned by the business and IT; not just IT

» Share and collaborate on the “what if” as a cross-functional team

» Ownership of risk is defined and not isolated to IT team members

» Acknowledge or reward the mitigation of risks

» Perform risk assessment to include various components of the IT 

organization

►Communication
» Share information as though “you are in the recipient’s shoes”

» Include facts; provide solutions

» Collaboration within and outside the IT organization

» Research and learn

» Attend business unit department meetings

Path to Culture Maturity
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Questions and 

Discussion


